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Hello and welcome!  
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Today, I’ll be sharing with you all the story that has led me to be in front of you today. My personal experience as a rural student and a rural educator, and how I transformed my narrative, my story, in my own life and what it might mean for us all as we move forward.This means I must start in the past. What is the narrative? How do we, as educators, the media, federal and state governments, communities, students, think about what it means to be rural?I then move to the present. Where are we now? How is rural education being discussed? What is research addressing? What is missing?Lastly, I consider the future. What do our futures look like?  What does our story have the power to become?
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First, I’d like to ask you to close your eyes. Without any thought, I’d like you to picture a rural place. The first place that pops into your mind. (Advance slide)�
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This is what the majority of people see, when I tell them I grew up in a small, rural town.Is this the place you picture? This may or may be a surprise to you all, but in my experience, this classic American farmland image is what a large number of people associate as “rural”.Which if we really think about it isn’t surprising. Is it?Rural has largely been portrayed through an agricultural farm lens, with cows, a classic red barn, and people who are often called “red-necks” and “white-trash” and love to drink beer and drive tractors.



"Rural spaces are often thought
of places absent of things..."
- El izabeth Cat te, Lef t  Elsew here
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There are seemingly many different opinions and thoughts about rural America. Rural areas are commonly thought of as absent spaces. Through historical perspectives, through the media, through storytelling, rural has become synonymous with “empty”. Be it the physical space, the towns, or even the people.More often than not, their problems are talked about, before their strengths. Their struggles are highlighted, and rarely their successes.



Illinois River in Selma, Oregon
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I, however, was not raised on a farm with a red barn. This is where I come from. And absent, is the last word I would used to describe it. 
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However, these descriptions often used by the media to exclude rural communities, or even just well-meaning people, do not describe any of the rural communities that I have been a part of. In fact, they almost erase our existence entirely.I have been educated in more one-room schoolhouses than one could ever picture. I have lived and breathed and experienced what it means to come from a small town in America.My mother raised me in a home that was heated by a wood stove, overlooked an orchard, surrounded by mountains. I was taught to respect the soil because it was the foundation for the garden by which we grew our food. I was raised to play in the dirt, and catch lizards and ladybugs. And to learn from the trees. We didn’t have much, and by much I mean we were poor. But, we always did the best with what we had.Just down the road from my house, lived my two best friends. Who lived down dirt roads just like I did. Who I ran through the creek beds barefoot with, and built fairy houses with at recess. My two best friends, who I now call my sisters after 23 years of friendship.This was a community where neighbors greeted neighbors in the grocery store. Where you would walk through the woods, down the driveway, and wait at the bus stop with your friends in the morning before school started. The community where the school librarian was your neighbor. And your bus driver had been your bus driver since kindergarten.I didn't grow up with swimming pools or vacations or summer camps. I spent my summers swimming in creeks and rivers and sleeping below the stars, and eating wild berries for every meal.Before I ever learned how to drive a car, I learned how to drive a backhoe and a dump truck. By the age of eight. I could kill a rattlesnake. I knew how to pump our water from each of our wells. One of my chores was getting into our holding tank and cleaning it, I would invite my friends over and I remember telling them “it’s just like a swimming pool”.By the time I was in the fifth grade, I had lived in an abandoned mining town for six months. And I knew at a run a dredge. Does anyone here know what a dredge is? Right? It's a piece of equipment for mining. I knew how to gold mine in the fifth grade. Not exactly something you can apply to fifth-grade math. �Though, for as much beauty as my life and community held, it also held pain. Things that the world wanted to ignore, that we wished to ignore. Some of which had become the ways that we all dealt with the unresolved trauma in our lives.  My friends and I were surrounded by alcohol abuse, drug abuse, lack of access to mental health services, suicide, unemployment, and homelessness. My parents divorced at a very young age, and so it was always just my mother and I. To provide for us. My mother worked usually over 40 hours a week. She worked long, hard hours. She worked in jobs that not many women worked. It meant that she often lost a lot of her jobs. Because of being the older woman in the job. She was often the first to be let go, and this often meant that we would move.Because of this, by the time I graduated high school, I had moved over 23 times. I've lived in eastern Idaho, I have lived in most parts of Western Oregon, and Southern Oregon, and everywhere in between. I have lived in houses, cabins, single-wide trailers, camp trailers, abandoned mining towns, and when necessity called for it, even cars, air mattresses, and foster care. These are all things I know too well, and I ended up couch surfing for most of high school. 
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When I got into middle school, the questions I had when I was younger continued to grow in me. I didn't understand why my mom had to work so hard, and how we just didn't have anything. We always had to think about money, but I also couldn’t really conceptualize what it meant to actually have money. Everyone I knew was just as poor as we were. �No one had ever talked to me about college, or big cities, or just general life outside of the small towns that I lived in. I didn't really know what any of that meant. Or my place in it all. And like I said, I had a lot of other skills, but they never seem to be relevant to anything I was doing in school.�I remember being in middle school. And I remember thinking about how important school was. And that general 6th grade feeling about being excited to go to school every day, and going to dances, and all these things that I had always wanted to do. And one day, I got a pass to get out of class and for a meeting.�At this point, I'd still moved pretty frequently. So it was really hard for me to be involved in a lot of things. And I never really got selected for a whole lot of awards or things like that simply because I moved so much. So, naturally I was very skeptical. As you might imagine, when I got a pass out of class in the middle of the day, no one ever called me out of class. I remember walking into a room and I remember sitting down. And I remember and a woman handing out flyers and asking us to talk about the kind of life we wanted to have when we were older. I had never thought about the kind of life I wanted to have when I was older.



Imposter Syndrome: a belief that 
you’re an inadequate and 
incompetent failure despite evidence 
that indicates you’re skilled and quite 
successful.
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She talked to us about college and how it was this thing that you could go and do. And it would help you have a better life. I had no idea what she was talking about. She asked us if we wanted to be a part of a program that would help you start thinking about college and would help you plan for it. And you'd get to be involved in activities and you'd get to go on field trips. And I stared at her. I thought in my head, this is definitely a scam, I should definitely not be here, I don’t know what kind of kid she’s looking for but I know it’s not me. And, I didn’t know it, but this was the first time I experienced imposter syndrome. Which is a really interesting phenomenon. Which is the idea that you're waiting for someone to find discover you're a fake. You don't really belong there, and you're not really qualified to be there.And all I could think about was how much money she wanted for whatever scam this was. Because I never got to do anything exciting. I wasn't a part of a whole lot of things. And if I happened to be a part of something special, I usually didn't believe I was smart enough or should be allowed to be a part of it. And little did I know that that day would change my life forever.
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That day was the day I met my mentor, Monet.The program that Monet invited me to be a part of, is a college access program in Southern Oregon called “College Dreams”. I started in the College Dreams in the 6th grade, and despite all of the 23 some times I moved, Monet and the College Dreams program never kicked me out of the program.As I made my way into high school, that was when the GEAR UP program at our school started. Our college access programs, College Dreams and GEAR UP worked together to make the college-going process visible and TANGIBLE to not only the students, but the community as well. They are a beautiful example of what the power of a shared mission and strong community investment can do for students.In, 2008 I graduated from high school and made my way to community college. No one had been planning or saving for my education, shoot. I didn’t even have money to put in a savings account let alone pay for college. Despite couch surfing in high school, and neither living with or having neither one of my parents providing financial support to me, I didn’t qualify for any federal aid my first two years of high school due to not being able to prove I was an independent student. I was “too good” at being homeless I guess.It was at Rogue Community College that I first discovered my passion for working with students. It was at age 19 when I was the first alumni to be hired by the College Dreams program and give 50 middle school students of my own. In 2013, it was being the first in my family graduate from Southern Oregon University with a degree in Communication Studies, that deepened my passion for helping students navigate complex systems of education, and advocate for systemic changes for students.I took this love and served as an AmeriCorps member for a year, where I worked on making systemic changes for underrepresented student. Though I loved TRiO and direct student services,  I then made the journey back to GEAR UP, which allowed me to combine my personal and professional experiences to work with schools at all levels, from parents to superintendents, and worked as a GEAR UP Coordinator in far Northern California at West Valley High School.Though I had to leave GEAR UP to pursue my graduate education, it has been the platform and foundation of the work I have been pursuing at UCLA, where I study rural education, rural higher education, and rural college access programs.�



How does it all connect?
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One day in my master’s program, I had a friend say to me,  “Sabrina I know you know that people aren't talking about rural students. You're the only one talking about rural students here, if you don't stay and keep the conversation going about rural communities who's going to? And in that moment, it all clicked for me. And so three years later, I'm happy to report that I'm working on a PhD in higher education and organizational change. And my research focuses on rural education. Something that I never thought would ever matter to me as much as it does now.My ultimate goal is to change the ways we do research on rural communities, how we tell their stories, and how we advocate for their unique needs and interests.



What is a defici t 
narrative? Defici t 
thinking?
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I want to reflect on the title for just a moment, a talk about what  a deficit mindset is.A deficit narrative, or deficit thinking, is a way of viewing a sociocultural and environmental context with a lens that judges the context in weaknesses or what is missing. A deficit. A lacking.Deficit thinking is growing up when I would tell someone I was from Cave Junction, they would most often respond, “wow you have all your teeth”Deficit thinking is when I took a group of high school students to University of Portland for a visit, a school which I had never heard of. I asked the Vice President how much recruiting they did in Southern Oregon because in high school I had never heard of their school. He responded, “well did you grow up in a cave?”Deficit thinking is when I was 19 and was so broke that I had to apply for food stamps, and because I didn't qualify have the social worker say to me, “Do you have any kids? If you had kids you would definitely qualify for food stamps”Deficit thinking is because of moving so much in my childhood, that I didn’t actually learn fractions or decimals, having a test proctor ask if I had a learning disability since I didn’t know how to calculate such equations by hand.These deficit questions, thinking, and narratives further isolate and separate rural students and communities. They ask, what’s wrong with these students and communities, instead of seeing their strengths.  In fact, it often keeps stories like my own from being told at all. It starts at the lowest level of storytelling and makes its way all the up until it’s reflected in the policies that are made about rural students.Those experiences as I look back on them, and I look back at every hurdle that I faced, I realized the beauty of the childhood that I had, the value I have for meaningful relationships with people. The value I have, for these communities who want the best for their towns and children. How near and dear to my heart these places are, and the immense amount of knowledge they bring to the table.�
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Back to the rural monolith, how do we change this?So when we hear stories, that reflect this, how can we change this?Part of dismantling this one view of rural communities is by remembering the diversity of rural communities, rural students, rural schools. And communicating that to people and spaces outside of these communities.



"One Reason Rural Students 
Don't Go To College: Colleges 

Don't Go To Them"
NPR Art ic le, 2018
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One recent study by researchers at UCLA and the University of Arizona found public high schools in affluent areas receive more college recruiter visits than schools in less affluent areas. Those researchers also found recruiters from private colleges concentrate disproportionately on private schools. Rural areas usually have neither wealthy families nor private schools.For the first time in the media, we heard a story that said. It’s not the rural kids fault they are going. It’s the system. It’s not their fault.



42 percent of people ages 18 to 24 are 
enrolled in all of higher educ ation, but  only 

29 percent  come from rural  areas, 
c ompared to nearly 48 perc ent from c ities  

(N C E S ).

Rural  schools are of ten closely t ied to their 
community, and rural c ommunities  ac tively 

partic ipate in educ ational development 
(Alleman & Holly, 20 14).

Higher educ ation, generally, 
does  not c onsider the needs of  

rural  students (Mc Donough, 
20 0 8).

W hen rural educ ation is  s tudied, it  is 
of ten examined through a one-

dimensional  f rame, that c ollapses  the 
narrative of rural s tudents  and sc hools  

(B iddle & Azano, 20 16).

What do we know?
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We know that 42 percent of people ages 18 to 24 are enrolled in all of higher education, but only 29 percent come from rural areas, compared to nearly 48 percent from cities (NCES).Higher education, generally, does not consider the needs of rural students (McDonough, 2008)When rural education is studied, it is often examined through a one-dimensional frame, that collapses the narrative of rural students and schools (Biddle & Azano, 2016).However, studies have shown that Rural schools are often closely tied to their community, and rural communities actively participate in educational development (Alleman & Holly, 2014).



Moving 
Foward 

STORYTELLING

NAVIGATION

ADVOCACY
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Today, I have three things I hope you take away from my story today, and can use in the work you do: StorytellingThink about the ways that we talk about our rural students. Tfurther, teach them how to tell their story, and that their story matters. NavigationRemember: navigating spaces can be difficult. Especially spaces that do not understand the needs of rural students and families. Be a support when the world doesn’t recognize their strengths. AdvocacyAdvocate for these communities. When you hear these narratives, work to change them, help educate others about these communities. 
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But most importantly, how did the little girl on the left transform her narrative, and become the woman on the right?



SOM EONE
LI K E
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Someone like me, met someone just like you, who watered the desires of my heart, who taught me that I was valuable, my story was valuable, and I could do anything that I set my mind to.You, you are all part of how we all move forward, and how we transform what the world thinks it means to be rural. 



Thank You!
Sabrina Mil ler, M.A.
smiller0802@ucla.edu
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